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Abstract
Background: Online delivered treatments for depression have proved successful, with supported programs offering the potential
for improved adherence and outcomes. Online support is particularly interesting in the context of increasing access to interventions,
and delivering interventions population-wide.
Objective: The research investigated if a supported online treatment is effective as a low-intensity community-based intervention
for adults with depression. Based on previous successes with supported online treatments for, and the specific Space from
Depression program, it was hypothesized that participants in the trial would demonstrate significant decreases in depressive
symptoms post-intervention, with corresponding improvements in comorbid anxiety and quality of life indicators.
Methods: The study was a randomized controlled trial of a supported 8 module online cognitive behavioral therapy (iCBT)
program for adults with depressive symptoms (n=96) compared to a waiting-list control group (n=92). The primary outcome was
depressive symptoms. The program was made available nationwide using trained supporters from an established depression
charity.
Results: For the treatment group, post-treatment effect sizes reported were large for the primary outcome measure on depression
(d=1.19). The between-group effects were moderate for the primary outcomes (d=0.40) favoring the treatment group. Gains were
maintained at 6-month follow-up.
Conclusions: The results from the present study show that the SilverCloud internet-delivered cognitive-behavior therapy (iCBT)
program, Space from Depression, is effective in reducing depressive symptoms in comparison to a waiting list control group.
The study demonstrated the potential of an online delivered treatment with online support in a community sample of Irish adults
`with symptoms of depression. It gives support to a model for delivering online depression interventions population-wide using
trained supporters. In locations where behavioral and mental health services are underdeveloped, or where structures simply do
not exist, or where there is a potential to offset risk and escalation of difficulties and benefit from early intervention, such a model
of service provision could be feasible.
Trial Registration:
International Standard Randomized Controlled Trial Number (ISRCTN): 03704676;
http://www.controlled-trials.com/ISRCTN03704676 (Archived by WebCite at http://www.webcitation/6cWQZmEvw).
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